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Carter Ytaru Dynamis

Carter Ytaru Dynamis is a player character played by Forumlurker.

Carter Ytaru Dynamis

Species & Gender: Human Male
Date of Birth: YE 09
Organization: Star Army Reserve
Occupation: Star Army Technician

Rank: Nitô Hei
Current Placement: Fort Victory Reserve Center

Physical Description

Height: 6'/183 cm
Weight: 160 lb/73 kg
Hair: Reddish brown
Eyes: Green (left), cybernetic blue (right)

Carter Dynamis is a reasonably fit, fair-skinned man with medium length, messy, reddish brown hair. He
has a cybernetic, piercing light blue right eye, and a dark green organic left eye.
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He has a deep, smooth baritone voice, and usually speaks with a hint of a grin on his face. When not
actively engaged in a project or conversation, he can frequently be seen with glazed eyes, deep in
thought, occasionally sketching a new idea in a small notebook he keeps with him everywhere he goes.

Personality

Carter loves creating things. He finds joy in studying, fixing, building, and improving anything he can get
his hands on. His inquisitive nature leads him to pursue knowledge in any chance he gets. He is generally
introverted and tends to be highly focused on whatever task is laid before him.

Carter is very pragmatic, understanding the benefits of properly applied force, guile, or diplomacy. His
highly analytical nature makes him well suited to making cautious, thought out plans. As a result, he
dislikes working around highly implusive people, and he usually takes every opportunity to correct and
offer advice to people he sees as needing it. He is highly protective of his friends, and quickly comes to
see the people he works with as family.

History

Carter Ytaru Dynamis was born in YE 09.

Carter grew up in the Democratic Imperium of Nepleslia, and lived a fairly uneventful life until, at the age
of 18, He left home, striking out to make a living as a spacer and experience the galaxy. For several
years he was a cargo runner, spending the time between jobs learning about mechanical engineering
and tinkering with whatever devices came to hand. When he was 21, he moved on to being a freelance
engineer on board a larger cargo carrier. After barely surviving a pirate raid on the vessel at the age of
22, he decided he was finished with that line of work, and enlisted in the Star Army of Yamatai.

Social Connections

Carter Ytaru Dynamis is connected to: Yoshida Kokoro

Skills Learned

Star Army Common Skills

Communication

Carter is fluent in Trade and Yamataigo.
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Engineering

Carter is an inventor, and a very capable engineer. He prides himself in his ability to take just about any
machine apart, figure out exactly how it works, and put it back together in the same or better condition
than he found it.

Maintenance and Repair

Carter had to fix a lot of broken ship components during his time as a freelance mechanic, and quickly
became very good at it. His training as a Star Army technician also covered the repair and maintenance
of power armor.

Physical

Despite average strength, Carter has excellent endurance and speed.

Technology Operation

Carter is adept at using and exploiting computers, and is fairly well versed in the realm of software
engineering, having taken a particular interest in it during his time as a cargo runner.

Fighting

Carter is competent at hand-to-hand combat thanks to his Star Army training, but his real specialty is his
freakishly good aim, aided by his cybernetic arms and eye. Carter's preferred weapon is the SiZi Model
38 special duty revolver.

Medical and Science

Most of his experience in this area comes in the form of basic first aid from his Star Army training and
from maintaining his own cybernetics for several years.

Inventory & Finance

Carter Ytaru Dynamis has the following items:

Cybernetic eye with targeting enhancement
Two cybernetic arms (hand and forearm) with the right hand containing a miniature blowtorch and
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the left containing an extendable scalar stun baton

1 SiZi Model 38 Special Duty Revolver
100 Light condensed plasma rounds
100 Standard condensed plasma rounds

1670 KS

Star Army Standard Issue Items

Power Armor

Ke-M2-4 Series "Mindy" Armor

Left Shoulder Dorsal Right Shoulder
Ke-M2-P3001 Energy Cloak Shield
Projector

Ke-M2-W2905-BPX Gauss
Cannon Backpack Extension

Ke-M2-W2905 Shoulder-Fired
50mm Gauss Cannon

Leg Pods utility/cargo Handheld
Ke-M2-W3002 Leg NSB Launchers Star Army Butt Pack, Type 29 Ke-M4-W2901 LASR MK. 2
Left Waist Wings / Tail Right Waist
1 Spare I-SLAP Origin 12.7x50mm
Electromagnetic magazine with spare
Armor Piercing 50mm Gauss cannon
shell magazine

No / No
SiZi Model 38 Special Duty
Revolver, 12 extra Heavy
Condensed Plasma Cartridges
(Ammunition)

OOC Information

In the case Forumlurker becomes inactive:

Can this character be used as an NPC by a GM or FM? YES
Can this character be adopted after I am gone for a year? NO

Character Data
Character Name Carter Ytaru Dynamis
Character Owner Forumlurker
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Character Data
Character Status NPC Available for GM or FM use
Star Army Personnel Database
SAOY Career Status Reserve
SAOY Rank Nitô Hei
SAOY Occupation Star Army Technician
SAOY Assignment Fort Victory Reserve Center
SAOY Entry Year YE 31
Orders Orders
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